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Abstract. This paper presents the first available system for mining patterns from Displacement Field Time Series (DFTS) along with the confidence measures inherent to these series. It consists of four main modules for data preprocessing, pattern extraction, pattern ranking and pattern visualization. It is based on an efficient extraction of reliable grouped frequent sequential patterns and on swap randomization. It can be for example used to assess climate change impacts on glacier dynamics.

1 Introduction

Displacement Field Time Series (DFTS) analysis is an emerging research field fueled by the development of photogrammetry and remote sensing techniques, and by application needs of primary importance, such as landslide monitoring (e.g., [1, 2]) or glacier dynamics analysis (e.g., [3–6]). Basically, a DFTS covers a geographical zone and gives the surface displacements observed between acquisitions performed at different dates. These spatiotemporal and vectorial data generally come with confidence measures, each measure characterizing a single displacement vector. They express to which extent displacement vectors can be trusted, and are either obtained while computing displacements (e.g., correlation
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peaks or signal to noise ratio [7, 8]) or afterwards, by assessing the displacements using their spatial and/or temporal distributions (e.g., [9, 5]).

These raw, large and complex data sets are usually processed by filtering out low confidence data points, and then plotting temporal displacement profiles established for a few transects that are chosen manually, before studying these profiles visually [5]. Data mining methods are thus needed to fully exploit such data and complete existing knowledge. A first proposal has been recently published in [10]. It is based on the extraction of Grouped Frequent Sequential pattern (GFS-patterns) as defined in [11], for which a notion of pattern reliability is proposed. Such reliable patterns are the ones for which the confidence measures, at the occurrence level, are sufficiently high on average. Once extracted, patterns are ranked according to the swap randomization method described in [11]. This paper presents the corresponding system, \textit{DFTS-P2miner} (DFTS-Pattern maP miner), that implements the method of [10]. In addition to the pattern extraction and ranking modules, it also comprises dedicated preprocessing and visualization tools. The salient features of the resulting system, with respect to other state-of-the-art methods, are: its ability (1) to automatically explore the whole data set without being limited to a manual study of transects; and (2) to handle the reliability of the patterns based on their occurrence quality.

In a DFTS, the observed area is represented as a grid of pixels, each pixel containing the sequence of displacement vectors (magnitudes and directions) computed over time for a given location, and each vector coming along with its respective confidence measure. Our system takes as inputs either the magnitude or the direction of the vectors as well as the associated confidence measures. The latter are left unchanged while the former are quantized in a preprocessing step to replace them by symbols (e.g., ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’, …) denoting magnitude levels or direction quadrants. This symbolic DFTS is then mined to extract GFS-patterns, where a GFS-pattern is a frequent sequential pattern [12] forming homogeneous zones in space: if the pattern occurs in the sequence associated to a pixel, then it must also tend to occur in the spatial neighborhood of this pixel (but possibly with a shift in time). In addition to these frequency and grouping constraints, the patterns are also required to be reliable as defined in [10]. More precisely, for a given pattern, the confidence level of each occurrence is obtained by retaining the minimum confidence value observed for the data points forming the occurrence. Then, a pattern is considered as reliable if the average of the confidence level of its occurrences exceeds a user-defined threshold. Consequently, instead of filtering out low confidence data points in a prior step and extracting patterns from the remaining confident data points only, all data points are considered and patterns are retained as long as their occurrences are confident on average.

2 System Description

\textit{DFTS-P2miner} takes as input either the magnitude or the orientation of a DFTS as well as the corresponding confidence measures. Each displacement field
is supplied using raw (e.g., 32-bit floating numbers written in a raster mode) or standard (e.g., tiff or jpeg) image formats. Confidence measures are given separately using a raw image format. The DFTS is first quantized by the preprocessing module, using one of the different available discretization strategies, to produce a symbolic DFTS such that each symbol represents a magnitude level or a direction quadrant, and comes with its respective confidence measure. This symbolic DFTS is then processed by the pattern extraction module to extract reliable GFS-patterns. Following the strategy proposed in [10], efficiency is achieved by pruning the search space according to the pattern-growth general approach introduced in [13]. Along with the standard anti-monotonic frequency constraint and the grouping constraint, the reliability constraint is exploited using a partial pushing technique based on an upper bound of the reliability measure. More details about this pruning strategy can be found in [10]. In addition, dynamic programming is utilized to locate patterns occurrences and compute reliability measures. Once extracted, the patterns are ranked using a Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) measure indicating whether pattern occurrences are likely to be found or not in a swap randomized data set. Each pattern being characterized by a single NMI measure that is established individually, parallelization is thus performed to lower execution times. Finally, different maps, called SpatioTemporal Localization maps (STL-maps), depicting the location in space and time of the occurrences of the top-ranked patterns are computed by the visualization module that is also run in parallel mode. These maps can be browsed with a dedicated Graphical User Interface (GUI), illustrated Fig. 1. This interface also gives access to complementary visualization modes and statistics about the pattern occurrence dates (histograms, median values, etc.). The reader is referred to [10] and [11] for the complete definition of the patterns and their maps, the description of the extraction/ranking steps and the guidelines for parameter settings.

The whole DFTS mining process is controlled using a single parameter file gathering information about the input/output directories and the extraction/ranking parameters. This file is interpreted by a Python script that chains and executes all necessary steps. The most resource consuming steps, i.e., the extraction, the swap randomization and the map generation are implemented in C. The results are stored in folders that are structured according to the processing steps, the parameter values and the execution dates. They include patterns, intermediate ranking information, maps as well as monitoring log files that are organized for quick result browsing and easy iterative mining. The system can be run using a standard OS (Linux or Mac OS X) and a standard computing platform (e.g., 2.5 GHz Intel Core i7, 16 GB memory).

3 Demonstration

The magnitudes and the confidence measures of a real DFTS will be processed with DFTS-P2miner on a standard laptop for the presentation. This DFTS is
Fig. 1. The graphical user interface for exploring patterns and their maps. The color scale is given by Fig. 2.
used in [5] to exhibit a slowdown in the ablation zone of the western Greenland Ice Sheet. It contains twenty displacement fields of size $458 \times 500$, built using Landsat images (optical satellite images) acquired between 1985 and 2013 with a ground resolution of $240 \times 240$ m per pixel.

Two of the best ranked maps of reliable GFS-patterns are shown in figures 3 and 4, drawn on a grayscale background image. The blue and pink pixels denote the locations of the occurrences in space and in time (middle of the DFTS in blue and end of the DFTS in pink). The complete color scale is given by Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. STL-map color scale: 20 timestamps, from 1985 in red to 2013 in magenta.](image)

The map of Fig. 3 shows the locations of pattern 3,3,3,2,2,2,2,1. It expresses displacement magnitudes falling from the highest magnitude level (3) to the lowest one (1). It corresponds to the decadal slowdown reported in [5] and also complete the current knowledge available for the area, by giving the whole spatial extent of the phenomenon, while previous studies have been made along
Fig. 4. Map of pattern 3,3,2,3,2,1,1,1,1.
transects only. The map of another top-ranked pattern is given Fig. 4. It corresponds to pattern $3,3,2,3,1,1,1,1,1,1$, that unveils a moderate slowdown (from level 3 to level 2) followed by a stronger one (from level 3 to level 2 and finally 1). As it can be observed, these two patterns tend to hold in rather complementary parts of the area.

Another application dealing with short time displacement evolutions over Alpine glaciers (Argentière, Mer de Glace, Bossons and Taconnaz glaciers) in the Mont Blanc massif will also be demoed during the conference. It is based on a DFTS containing twenty-five $3494 \times 3186$ displacement fields built using TerraSAR-X images (radar satellite images) acquired between 2009 and 2011. Its ground resolution is about $6 \text{ m} \times 6 \text{ m}$ per pixel.

The demonstration features a real mining scenario showing the interactive capability of the GUI. This includes: 1) refining the exploration by locating in time the different elements forming the patterns and by computing statistics for sub-areas, 2) trying out user-defined variant patterns and 3) exporting exploration materials (STL-maps, statistics).

The web page https://sites.google.com/view/dfts-p2miner gives public access to the whole system and a link to download the Mont Blanc DFTS.
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